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Future Supply Chain Solutions Ltd. launches India's most automated,
High Speed Cross Belt Sortation Technology

Nagpur, Maharashtra, 29th April, 2017: Future Supply Chain Solutions Limited, India’s first fully
integrated IT enabled end-to-end supply chain solutions, today inauguratedIndia's most automated,
High Speed Cross Belt Sortation Technology, at its Distribution Centre Mihan, Nagpur. This new
technology was inaugurated by Shri Nitin Gadkari, Hon’ble Minister of Road Transport and Highways of
India and Mr. Kishore Biyani -Group CEO at Future Group.
.

Thisnew technology, being first of its kind in India, would be a game changer and a stepping stone,
making it India’s most Automated first-of-it’s-kind ‘GST ready’ Distribution Centre. This sorting
technology will bring in a new era of consolidated and automated warehouses within the Indian
warehousing sector. It will also enhance the Transportation & logistics industry while accommodating
the upcoming tax reforms to help India emerge as one of the global leaders in the logistic world.
This state-of-the-art sorting centre has been developed by BEUMER Group headquartered in Germany
whilst adhering to the Make-in-India concept since most of the project supply and execution has been
done by BEUMER Group,India.
The newly installed Sortation System comprising of CrossBelt Tray Sorter at the heart of system with:•
•
•
•

Approx2.5 kms of conveyor system,
42 mtr of HIGH SPEED Line Sorter ( 2.1 mtr per second speed)
CASE/CARTON BOX Sorter with 40,000 cases Per Day.
Special 12 mtr high Spiral Conveyor, which is tallest in the country.

Salient Feature of Sorter:Cross Belt Sorter offers the ideal solution, reliably and carefully directing all types of article to the right
destination, regardless of size, shape or surface structure at an incredible sorting productivity of

over360 Crore pieces per annum (capacity enhancement by 3X) sorting capacity with accuracy over
99%. Cross Belt Sorter system is an epitome of cutting edge technology in Sorting Solution. BEUMER
Group has developed individually coordinated system solutions, from individual machines to fully
integrated material flow systems for Future Supply Chains. The Software Suite (on which this system
RUNS) is based on highly modular software and isuser-friendly with customer-specific solution. It’s
aClassic system that provides real-time monitoring of sorting as well as picking processes and works
flawlessly to provide END-TO-END SORTATION AND DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS."
Kishore Biyani, Group CEO at Future Group said, “This distribution center will be a milestone in the
Indian warehousing sector. With the brilliant technology used in the Sorting system at the DC along with
the individually coordinated system solutions, we canensure the highest level of service to the
Consumers of the Nation”
Future Supply Chain Solutions Ltd orchestrates the entire task of managing the supply chain so that its
customers – from distributors to retail companies – can focus on their core activities instead of fretting
over lead times, delivery uncertainties and countless other variables. Largely invisible to end-consumers,
the solutions provided by Future Supply Chains Solutions Ltd nonetheless have a significant bearing on
what Indian shoppers can buy when, and in what condition products are when they arrive on the shelf.
Its services include storage, retail store replenishment, inventory planning and control, vendor
management, quality assurance, bar coding and packaging solutions.

About Future Supply Chains
FSC is India’s first fully integrated and IT enabled end-to-end “INDIAN”3PL and supply chain service
provider with capabilities in handling modern Warehousing & Distribution, Express Logistics and Cold
Chainlogistics.
.

Set up in 2007, FSC’s sole objective has been to create modern supply chain network with global best
practices in Infrastructure, technology & automation, systems, processes, people and knowhow;
adapted and customized for India. Our GST ready Logistics Parks and pan India network of state-of-theart distribution centers, integrated with modern transportation hubs and branches enable our
customers to achieve high fill-rates and scale-up during peak seasons. This network is further
augmented by industry leading technology and automation to provide visibility across the complete
supply chain.
FSC has wide span of network with 120 branches all over India and 46 State of the Art warehouses,
including 6 Logistic parks covering approximately 6 million sq.ft. Area. Some of the major warehousing
locations include Mihan (Nagpur), Kulana (Delhi), Bhiwandi (Maharashtra), Barasat (West Bengal),
Mehsana (Gujarat), Whitefield&Nelamangala(Bangalore) and Red Hills (Chennai).
FSC recently inaugurated Burdwan DC, a state-of-the-art Integrated Apparels / General Merchandise
Distribution Center. Spread over 2.6 lac square feet, the newly open Distribution Centre with its
standardized distribution processes, full automation and integrated IT solutions will ensure highest level

of service to customers across India.
FSC caters to the major players in Food & Beverages, AUTOMOBILE, FMCG, Lifestyle, Consumer
Durables, Healthcare, General Merchandise and E-Commerce with tailor made solutions unique to each
of them.

About Future Group
Future Group owns and markets a number of consumer brands in the food and fashion space, along
with operating some of India’s most popular retail brands. These include store chains, Big Bazaar,
EasyDay, Nilgiris, Heritage, Central, Brand Factory, online portals such as ezoneonline.in, hometown.in,
payment wallet, Future Pay, along with allied businesses in supply chain solutions, insurance and T24, a
mobile talk time provider. Over 400 million customers visits are recorded at Future Group stores every
year in over 244 cities and towns across the country. The group’s corporate credo is, ‘Rewrite Rules,
Retain Values.’
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